STATE PRIMED FOR INVASION OF ANN ARBOR

Independents Pick Zone Chairman; List Activities for Fall Meet Mondays: Jackson is Head

Cattle Judges Win Midwest Dairy Meet

MSC Grad Admits Frat Burglaries

Michigan Eleven Seeks to Halt Veteran Spartan Gridders From Winning 5th Straight

'M' to Depend Upon Sophs In Battle

Beat Michigan is Spartan Cry At Pep Meet

SERVICE FRAT WILL MEET IN CABIN

PATRICK

WELL, I'M TRYING TO MAKE A DECISION HERE AND I'M HAVING A LOT OF TROUBLE WITH IT. I'M NOT SURE WHAT I SHOULD DO. COULD YOU HELP ME OUT?

ATTENTION: PROSPECTIVE FRESHMEN

ATTENTION: FRESHMEN

ATTENTION: SENIOR MEN

ATTENTION: STATE RADIO BOYS

Last Minute Opinions From Michigan State's Starting Eleven

Dr. Huddleston Back From Malta Trip

State Radio Boys Risk Life, Limb At Ann Arbor

Porter, Davis Appointed To H. F. Staff

Look in the Union

Computer

First Appearance

Double Trouble

Fresh Get Fresh
Pass In Review!

MICHIGAN STATE NEWS CAMERAMEN PRESENT HIGH POINTS OF THE CAMPUS WEEK

They will parade this way again later of the U. of M. stadium. Here a State News photographer catches a snapshot of the waves as they charge across the football field between the end zones. This is the scene for the last game of the season, the annual rivalry with Michigan. Among the fans in the stands were many from both schools, and with the weather's fine, the fans gathered together for a picture.

Robert H. L. Smith

Reading Rules

College Golf Closes

increase in junior

Help the Jobless

Rare Books Displayed

Education Marches On

Pass In Review!

Woodcutters Vote

Reading Rules

Given Smith

Students
Squad of 14 Start Debate Season at East Lansing High School

Church Holds Unique Position of Community Center. Preparatory work for the new season was held in the church last week for the 14 debates. It was decided that the debates would be held in the church and that the church would be used for discussions and meetings.

Prep Mixer Sponsored by Seniors. Preparatory work for the new season was held in the church last week for the 14 debates. It was decided that the debates would be held in the church and that the church would be used for discussions and meetings.

Sabrosky Debunks Foreign War Scare. Preparatory work for the new season was held in the church last week for the 14 debates. It was decided that the debates would be held in the church and that the church would be used for discussions and meetings.

Prep Activities Season Opens. Preparatory work for the new season was held in the church last week for the 14 debates. It was decided that the debates would be held in the church and that the church would be used for discussions and meetings.
Scoop Says:  

By George Minnis  

The Michigan State-Michigan State football game will be an October showdown, but the players will only have to wait one day for the contest.

With that in mind, let's look at the game's potential outcomes, which will no doubt affect the state's morale and pride.

Onwards and upwards, a Michigan victory over Michigan State could mean the start of a new chapter for the Wolverines.

But if Michigan State is victorious, it could mean the end of a streak for the Wolverines.

The game is sure to be a spectacle, and the outcome will have a significant impact on the state's confidence and spirit.

Spartans Picked to Beat Michigan by Touchdown

The Michigan State-Michigan football game is one of the most anticipated of the season. Both teams have had a strong season, with the Spartans coming in as the clear favorites.

The Spartans' offense has been a dominant force, and they have a strong defense to boot. The Wolverines, on the other hand, have struggled on offense, but they have a solid defense.

Expect a close game, with the Spartans picking up a touchdown to win.

Brown Unveils Runner

The Ann Arbor Stadium is buzzing with excitement as the coaches unveil their new runners.

With the season fast approaching, the coaches are eager to showcase their new talent.

The Brown Unveils Runner event is sure to be a highlight of the season, with the coaches unveiling their new runners to the public.

Trojans Gridders Weaken in Final Half As Central Wins, 29-7

The Michigan State-Michigan football game was a close one, with the Michigan State Trojans falling to the Michigan Central, 29-7.

The Trojans started strong in the first half, but were unable to sustain their momentum in the second half.

With the loss, the Trojans' season is in jeopardy, and they will need to work hard to turn things around.

Brown Unveils Runner

The Brown Unveils Runner event was a success, with the coaches unveiling their new runners to the public.

The coaches were pleased with their new talent, and the runners were eager to showcase their skills.

The event was a great addition to the football season, and it was a highlight for the coaches and fans alike.
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